
DONNIE THE WIMP AND
HIS IMPEACHMENT
COFFIN
Lol, for the uninitiated, that means Trump never
paid a dime as to a retainer, and never signed a
fee agreement. Same old clown car, same old song
and dance my friends.

MINORITY REPORT:
BIDEN’S WAIVER-
NEEDED SECDEF
NOMINEE LLOYD AUSTIN
President-elect Joe Biden nominated for
Secretary of Defense a retired general, Lloyd
James Austin III, who’s only been out of the
military since March 2016. Why should Congress
consider a waiver for Austin?

WHERE’S THE ANGER?
WHERE ARE THE
CONSEQUENCES?
Why aren’t our Legislators acting forcefully
against the Insurrection Party?
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ADVANCING OUR
COUNTRY FORWARD, A
SECURITY PERSPECTIVE
A person who knows large event security has some
thoughts about the lack of preparation and
execution of security on January 6, 2021 at the
Capitol.

NFL PLAYOFF FOOTBALL
IS BACK, AND WE’RE
GONNA GET IN TROUBLE
TRASH TALK
It has been a hell of a fun first few months, er
week, of 2021. So, with no further adieu, lets
get to the ball.

TIMING MATTERS:
IMPEACH, CONVICT,
REMOVE NOW
[UPDATE-1]
Congress needs to reconvene to impeach, convict,
and remove Trump immediately. There was more
going on Wednesday than riot tourism.
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TRASH TALK IS BACK,
AND IT IS MAX!
Calling the current GOP “fuckers” is one of the
most true and innocuous things I have ever seen
or heard. They are among the, if not the, most
destructive humans currently on the face of the
earth. Take Mitch McConnell. Please. If these
fuckers are not fuckers, then who would real
fuckers ever aspire to be?

So, what is up?

Apparently 737 Max aircraft are back up, and it
may be being hidden from you. Or may not. But
this is indeed something to keep your eye on as
it was the explicit suggestion of the hollow
branding man in chief, Trump:

“Even President Trump has weighed in on
the MAX name: “If I were Boeing, I would
FIX the Boeing 737 MAX, add some
additional great features, & REBRAND the
plane with a new name,” he Tweeted in
April.”

Don’t know about you, but I will not be boarding
one of those planes.

Okay. Enough. There are real games out there.
Not just the ones in Washington. I’d say and
Washington, as in Seattle, but Boeing moved to
the home of Rahm, Chicago.

Clemson has demonstrated clearly what fakers
Notre Dame have been all along. Too bad they
can’t do that for Ohio State too. Coastal
Carolina deserves to be in the final four far
more than either the Domers or the Buckeyes. It
is almost comical how hard the NCAA tries to
always put posers in their finals instead of the
best teams. Nebraska barely held on to
beat….Rutgers. Texas A&M beat the Vols, but
pretty shocked that Oklahoma edged out Brock
Purdy and Iowa State (both with Phoenix area QBs
that will play on Sundays soon enough).
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Josh Allen is, as we speak, and his Bills
crushing the Broncos. Can Carolina take it to 12
and the Pack in Lambeau? Not going to take that
proposition. Pats at Fins will be really
interesting. So far, it looks like Flores is
building right and Tua is real. But Bill Bel
will game for this, and I’ll bet on that. Might
have taken the WFT at home over the Squawks, but
for Alex Smith being out again. The big game is
really the Chefs at the Saints. Drew Brees will
be back, but Nawlins is not the same without the
raucous crowd. Mahomes is too much.

Let it rock. Don’t laugh at the music, she can
really sing. Even Dolly thinks so.

TRUMP’S DESTRUCTION
OF GOVERNMENT IS
PERSONAL
Feel free to use this open thread to share your
observations about RNCC 2020: WTAF Round 2.

CROWDSOURCED
TIMELINE: TORCHING
THE USPS [WORK IN
PROGRESS, UPDATE-2]
A lot happened today involving the U.S. Postal
Service, huh? Here’s a work-in-progress timeline
of events related to the U.S. Postal Service
crisis under leadership of Louis DeJoy.
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WORK IN PROGRESS:
SAVING THE USPS
Trump donor and appointee Louis DeJoy is
deliberately and maliciously destroying the U.S.
Postal Service; negligence can’t explain these
actions. We’ve got work to do to save the USPS.
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